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New Zealanders live, work and play in healthy, efficient and productive buildings in a sustainable built environment.



Promoting the benefits of 
sustainable buildings by 

creating a common language 
and demonstrating the 

value. 
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Assisting the 
property and 
construction 
sector to 
acquire the 
skills and 
knowledge to 
be able to 
deliver a 
sustainable 
built 
environment. 
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How do we influence this… 



Motivating and recognising the 
sustainable development and operation 
of buildings across New Zealand. 



What is a 
sustainable 
built 
environment? 
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the human-made surroundings that provide the setting for human activity, ranging in scale from buildings and parks or green space, to neighborhoods and cities and often includes their supporting infrastructure, such as transport and telecommunications networks, water supply, and energy networks."sustainability is improving the quality of human life while living within the carrying capacity of supporting eco-systems" 
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Address the sustainability aspect first…back to basics
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New building design 
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Then apply that to sustainability in the built environment
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Environmental sustainability 





Health, Wellbeing & Productivity in Offices 

Sponsors 
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What we have learnt through global research and the transformation of our industry over the past twenty years



‘The Innovation Series’ 



The University of Melbourne 
Faculty of Architecture, Building 

and Planning Development 
Melbourne 

Innovation 
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The University of Melbourne Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning DevelopmentIs the first project to be awarded all ten ‘Innovation’ points, including five points for completing a whole building, whole of life cycle assessment using eTool.Other ‘Innovation’ points were awarded for a pre-occupancy study of the building occupants, eliminating all car parking on the project site and preserving and integrating the National Trust-listed Joseph Reed façade.
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Sustainable 
community 
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Provide diverse, affordable, inclusive, well connected and healthy places to live work and playProtect maintain and restore the natural environment by reducing developments’ ecologoical footprints



Brisbane Airport 
Brisbane QLD 



Curtin University 
Perth WA 
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For instance, in the past two months in Australia aloneWe have rated an airport, university, railway stations, four communities projects, a logistics centre, a major community and sporting facility for a local government, a ALDI Distribution Centre, a Coles supermarket



“Without  
metrics and 
accountability, 
our initiatives are 
nothing more 
than marketing.” 

Johan Karlström  
CEO, SKANSKA  
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All levels of management at Skanska take sustainability initiatives as seriously as any other part of the business.“In Skanska, we believe that sustainability is just another aspect of good business practice and we are determined to be the leading green project developer and contractor.”Green Strategic Indicators (GSI)Our Image: In order to attract, recruit and retain the best people in the industry, we need to stand outfrom the crowd. It also means that we will be a seen as a credible partner for stakeholders interested inGreen Business.Our People: In order to get the opportunity to work with the best customers and projects, we need peoplewho are competent and visible leaders in our markets.Our Projects: Using the Skanska Color Palette we have defined four priority opportunities when itcomes to our Journey to Deep Green™ – Energy, Carbon, Materials and Water. The global mega-trendsof population growth combined with rapid urbanization will require a Deep Green approach in order todeliver projects that are future-proofed to these challenges.



Transparency 
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It’s now about disclosure, reporting and ratings The Dow Jones Sustainability Index has become a hotly-contested annual prize.  The GRESB - Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark, which now covered 637 funds representing $2.1 trillion in property value, finds that more than half of those companies surveyed include certified green buildings in their portfolios.In fact, Australia and New Zealand was considered the ‘global sector leader’.



Image courtesy of World Green Building Council 



Monetisation 
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Stockland released Australia’s first green bond in 2014, with proceeds to be invested in green building projects that achieve a minimum 4 Star Green Star rating.And at Green Cities a few weeks ago, investment analyst Michael Salvatico told the audience that then US$10 billion spent on green bonds in 2013 is expected to climb to $100 billion by the end of 2015.



Green Property Index 



 
$10 bn in 2013 

$100 bn in 2015 
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New stormwater regulations meant it would cost $50mn with an energy hungry complex system to clean stormwater.  This living roof cost $18mn and can cope with 20 billion us gallons of water annually



Asset tracking 
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This project will seek to overcome the circularity stalemate of information gaps that prevent better decisions on what to do with a product when a (first) user is finished with it. Creating proof points and a toolkit, the project will entice and guide companies to deploy appropriate levels of asset tracking to maximize the value they, their customers, and/or third party providers can recover from products at the end of first and subsequent uses. The pilot will investigate and address the following topics: participation incentives for supply chain and product owners/users; information architecture, management, and governance; technology choices; and the drivers for end-of-use decisions. This will focus on OEMs and brand owners, reverse logistics providers, financial players, asset managers, technology players, and academia. Toolkit and guidance will be applicable to a broad range of enterprise and consumer assets, and supported by pilots for products as diverse as small household appliances and medical devicThis is where Building Information modelling is usefulLife cycle analysis and the use of EPDs.But also the quantification of asset value – how much is the glass worth, how much is the aluminium worth
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Integrated design 

New Zealand building and construction sector 
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Closed loop 

New Zealand building and construction sector 
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Circular design 

New Zealand building and construction sector 

Briefing  Feasibility      Outline Design        Detail Design    Implementation  



Maintain 

Re-use 

Re-furbish 

Deconstruct and recycle 



Circular 
economy 



www.greenalliance.org.uk 



www.greenalliance.org.uk 
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